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Sunshine Plastics are plastic injection moulders operating since
1978 on the Sunshine Coast, Queensland. In 2008 Sunshine Plastics
installed a Labotek central materials handling system incorporating
a desiccant dryer to service their higher output machines.

“

We were looking towards bulk material supply which meant
a central material feed system and the Labotek system offered by
Fleming Plastics Dynamics was very impressive in terms of quality
vs price. Being located relatively remotely from most machinery
suppliers, we always favour suppliers that offer a high level of phone/
email support but also visit us from time to time. During the design
stage of our central feed system Fleming Plastics took the time to
visit us on site then followed through quickly with detailed quotations
and drawings.
We have since seen them on regular intervals where we have taken the
opportunity to evaluate the performance and function of our system.
We were especially impressed with the project manager assigned to us
who coordinated an almost perfect installation with
almost no interruption to our production.

We are also using DynaCon modular conveyors and Color Exact dosing units supplied by Fleming
Plastics Dynamics over the years.

”

We can happily recommend Fleming Plastics Dynamics for any company looking to forge a close
relationship for quality plastics ancillary equipment supply and support.
Tanju Kadir
General Manager Sunshine Plastics Pty Ltd
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